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Results for the second quarter of FY2020 exceeded the previously announced forecasts, mainly backed by
the strong performance of the P&S and P&H businesses, and profit increased significantly year-on-year.
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Profit for the second quarter of FY2020 increased as our business performance was far better than
initially projected.
Sales revenue was down 2.4 billion yen year-on-year to 156.9 billion yen.
As for profit,
business segment profit was up 4.8 billion yen to 23.4 billion yen,
operating profit was up 4.8 billion yen to 23.3 billion yen, and
net income attributable to owners of the parent was up 3.7 billion yen to 18.1 billion yen. Thus, we
recorded a significant increase in profit.
The profit ratio was also high, at about 15%.
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This is a list of results by business segment.
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These are the main factors behind the changes in sales revenue for the second quarter of FY2020.
As you can see, the point is that P&H became a major positive factor while N&C became a major
negative factor.
・P&S
Revenue increased due to temporary factors, such as the buying up of consumables in some channels
to secure stocks, along with the continuation of strong performance of products in the SOHO segment
and gradual recovery of demand for consumables.
・P&H
Revenue increased significantly because sales were strong mainly in mass-market equipment as a
result of a spike in demand for handmade using home sewing machines.
・Machinery
Demand for industrial sewing machines remained weak, but revenue increased as sales of machine
tools were boosted by the effects of spot orders for the IT industry and recovery of demand in the
automotive and general industries in China.
・N&C
Revenue decreased substantially, affected by shortened business hours of karaoke locations and
decline in demand for commercial karaoke machines.
・Domino
C&M hardware and consumables (C&M, DP) maintained momentum, resulting in revenue increase.
Foreign exchange had a negative impact of 1.1 billion yen across the Group. Overall, sales revenue was
down 2.4 billion yen to 156.9 billion yen, which is almost the same as the previous year’s level.
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These are the main factors behind the changes in business segment profit. We will comment on the
main elements of these.
・Difference in sales
The strong performance of P&H compensated for a significant decline in revenue in N&C and helped
reduce the amount of the decrease.
・Price changes
Price changes are mainly associated with the P&S business. Due to supply restrictions, we were
unable to carry out promotional activities, and high price range models sold well amid strong demand.
As a result, the average unit price went up.
・Foreign exchange impact
The foreign exchange impact came almost entirely from the P&S business. In Q2, the main impact of
the appreciation of the yen was to favorably affect profit.
・SG&A
SG&A expenses decreased in all businesses. In the N&C business, we proactively reduced expenses.
In the P&S business, expenses did not increase to the pre-COVID-19 level although many countries
resumed their economic activities in stages.
As a result of these factors, business segment profit in the second quarter of FY2020 was 23.4 billion
yen, a year-on-year increase of 4.8 billion yen.
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The business performance in the second quarter was firm, but it was not enough to offset the decline in
the first quarter resulting from the spread of COVID-19. Consequently, revenue and profit for the first
half of FY2020 were both down.
Sales revenue was down 28.4 billion yen year-on-year to 290.1 billion yen.
As for profit,
business segment profit was down 4.2 billion yen to 32.0 billion yen,
operating profit was down 4.0 billion yen to 32.5 billion yen, and
net income attributable to owners of the parent was down 2.6 billion yen to 24.7 billion yen.
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This is a list of results by business segment.
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These are the main factors behind the changes in sales revenue for the first half of FY2020.
・P&S
Products in the SOHO segment performed well, and demand for consumables recovered gradually. But
these were not enough to compensate for the decline in print volume in offices and effects from delays
in supplies of ink products and consumables, and consequently revenue decreased.
・P&H
Revenue increased significantly because sales were strong mainly in mass-market equipment as a
result of a spike in demand for handmade using home sewing machines.
・Machinery
In machine tools, spot orders for the IT industry and the recovery of demand in the automotive and
general industries in China were seen in Q2. But these were not enough to make up for a drop in
demand in Q1 and weak demand for industrial sewing machines, and consequently revenue decreased.
・N&C
Revenue decreased significantly due to the closure and shortened business hours of karaoke locations
and decline in demand for commercial karaoke machines.
・Domino
Revenue decreased due to effects from the slowdown in demand for hardware in Q1 resulting from
lockdowns in many countries.
In addition, foreign exchange had a negative impact of 6.4 billion yen across the Group. Overall, sales
revenue was down 28.4 billion yen to 290.1 billion yen.
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These are the main factors behind the changes in business segment profit.
As you can see, there was a dampening effect on SG&A expenses in both the P&S and N&C
businesses. However, such effects were not enough to offset the significant decline in revenue of the
respective businesses, and profit decreased.
As a result of these factors,
business segment profit for the first half of FY2020 was down 4.2 billion yen year-on-year to 32.0 billion
yen.
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As for our results forecast for FY2020,
we have decided to revise the consolidated results forecast announced in August. The decision was
made in light of a decrease in SG&A throughout the year, better-than-expected results in the second
quarter mainly in the P&S and P&H businesses, as well as good prospects of both sales and profit for
the second half exceeding the previous projections.
Sales revenue for FY2020 is expected to be 600.0 billion yen, up 40 billion yen from the previous
projection.
With regard to forecast profit,
business segment profit will be 55.0 billion yen, up 24.0 billion yen,
operating profit will be 53.5 billion yen, up 22.5 billion yen, and
net income attributable to owners of the parent will be 40.0 billion yen, up 15.0 billion yen.
On a full-year basis, we forecast a year-on-year decline in both revenue and profit.
However, in comparison with the previous projections, we have made significant upward revisions.
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Next are the factors behind the change to the previous forecast for sales revenue for FY2020.
・P&S
We made an upward revision in light of better-than-expected results mainly in Q2, expectations for firm
demand throughout the year from people working from home, and anticipated gradual recovery of
demand for consumables.
・P&H
We made an upward revision in response to strong sales, especially for mass-market equipment, due to
increase in demand for handmade resulting from more people staying at home.
・Machinery
We made an upward revision due to trends of recovery in demand for machine tools in the automotive
and general industries in China, although recovery in demand for industrial sewing machines is
expected to take time.
・N&C
We kept the previous forecast unchanged.
・Domino
We made an upward revision in anticipation of gradual recovery in customers’ demand for capital
investment.
In addition, foreign exchange is expected to have a positive impact of 4.2 billion yen across the Group.
Overall, we forecast sales revenue of 600.0 billion yen, up 40.0 billion yen.
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These are the main factors behind the changes in business segment profit.
As you can see, we have revised up our forecast for business segment profit following upward revisions
to the outlooks for the P&S and P&H businesses.
As a result of these factors, we forecast a business segment profit of 55.0 billion yen for FY2020, up
24.0 billion yen from the previous projection.
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There are no major changes to our financial status.
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・Capital expenditure
There are no changes to the previous forecast.
The amount of capital expenditure is expected to increase in FY2020 due in part to mold investment
planned in order to launch new products in the P&S business, as well as construction costs for the
machine tools showroom that opened in October 2020 in Kariya City, Aichi Prefecture (Kariya Factory).
We consider that these investments are necessary for our future growth.
・R&D expenses
There are no changes to the previous forecast. We will not reduce investment necessary for the future.
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Based on the revised consolidated results forecast for FY2020,
we have decided to pay 27 yen per share as a dividend at the end of the second quarter of FY2020,
compared to the 17 yen previously forecast.
We have therefore revised up our year-end dividend forecast to 27 yen per share from the 17 yen
previously forecast.
As a result, we project an annual dividend for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2021 of 54 yen,
compared to the previous forecast of 34 yen, and a consolidated dividend ratio of 35%.
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Sales revenue in the P&S business in the second quarter was 95.0 billion yen, almost on a par with the previous year’s
level.
・ Communications & printing equipment:
Sales revenue was 83.3 billion yen, almost on a par with the previous year’s level.
Laser All-in-One & printers:
Demand for products in the SOHO segment remained firm in the second quarter due to increasingly more people
working and learning from home. Sales of products in the SMB segment made up for stock shortages of some SOHO
products and somewhat exceeded the forecast level.
The performance of consumables was better than expected due in part to temporary factors, such as the buying up of
consumables by some channels in Europe to secure stocks.
Inkjet multi-function printers:
Demand grew due to increasingly more people working and learning from home. However, sales volume fell
significantly as effects from delays in supplies of inkjet products continued. Delays in supplies of ink consumables are
recovering as air transportation has continued to be used.
・ Electronic stationery
Sales revenue was 11.7 billion yen, almost on a par with the previous year’s level. Labeling and solutions both
performed well in Japan.
Demand in other regions also gradually recovered in the second quarter after declining significantly in the first quarter
due in part to the closure of offices in many countries.
Business segment profit was 18.9 billion yen, up 27.9％ year-on-year.
This is largely attributable to the decrease in SG&A expenses and the continuation of demand for hardware products in
the SOHO segment in the second quarter, as well as the better-than-expected performance of consumables, which is
due in part to temporary factors.
Full-year outlook:
Strong demand for printer and All-in-One hardware is likely to continue throughout the year as new workstyles, such as
working from home, will take root, and we expect that demand for consumables will also recover gradually. Likewise,
we expect that demand in the labeling and solutions fields will recover gradually, and we will therefore revise up our
previous forecast for the P&S business as a whole.
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This shows the sales growth rates of major products and consumable ratios.
For laser printers (LBP), the sales growth rates (on a local currency basis) were 22% for hardware and 2% for
consumables.
On the other hand, for inkjet printers (IJP), the sales growth rates (on a local currency basis) were minus 48% for
hardware and minus 1% for consumables due to effects from delays in supplies.
・Consumable ratio:
The consumable ratio increased slightly from the first quarter due to temporary factors, such as the buying up of
consumables by some channels in Europe to secure stocks, as well as the gradual recovery of demand for
consumables.
・Sales volume:
The sales volume of LBP increased by 10% as products for SOHO sold well.
Despite robust demand, the sales volume of IJP declined by 57% as effects from delays in supplies continued.
Full-year outlook:
As for LBP hardware, in the SOHO segment, demand for products targeting those working and learning from home is
expected to continue.
A gradual recovery is also anticipated for products in the SMB segment.
With regard to consumables, although demand will be on recovery track throughout the year, we forecast that sales
will not recover to the pre-COVID-19 levels in both the SOHO and SMB segments due to a decline in print volume at
offices.
As for IJP, we forecast that sales will remain weak throughout the year as hardware sales will continue to be affected
by delays in supplies although ink consumable supply shortages are recovering.
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This slide shows the results and performance outlook of the P&S business.
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This slide shows the results and performance outlook of the P&S business.
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In the P&H business, sales revenue in the second quarter was 14.4 billion yen.
Revenue increased significantly with a growth rate of 32.7% on a local currency basis.
Home sewing machines, especially mass-market equipment, sold well in all regions as time spent at home increased
as a result of lockdowns in many countries and more opportunities to work from home due to COVID-19, leading to a
spike in demand for handmade.
Business segment profit was 2.7 billion yen, up 1.9 billion yen from 800 million yen in the same period of the previous
year. The significant increase in profit was due to the decrease in SG&A expenses, in addition to effects from an
increase in sales.
With regard to the full-year outlook, we have made upward revisions to the previous projections as we forecast
demand for home sewing machines will remain strong. Revenue and profit are both expected to increase year-onyear.
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The sales volume of home sewing machines, especially mass-market equipment, is likely to grow, increasing 30%
year-on-year.
Due to the impact of COVID-19, we have decided to refrain from holding events, etc. that invite business partners.
However, we are actively carrying out new forms of sales activities, such as holding online events and opening virtual
showrooms.
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In the machinery business, sales and profit were both firm in the second quarter.
Sales revenue for the entire machinery business was 18.9 billion yen in the second quarter, about the same level as in
the previous year.
The breakdown of sales revenue was as follows:
6.4 billion yen for industrial sewing machines, 8.9 billion yen for machine tools, and 3.6 billion yen for industrial parts.
・Industrial sewing machines
The industrial sewing machine segment handles two product categories: the garment printer category and the
industrial sewing machines category.
For garment printers, demand continued to grow as there were many inquiries from customers using e-commerce
websites. However, demand for industrial sewing machines dropped, and due to this, along with the continuation of
restrictions on sales activities in the Asian market resulting from the spread of COVID-19, revenue for the overall
business decreased.
・Machine tools
For the IT industry, the effects of spot orders, such as for notebook PCs, were seen due to more people working from
home. For the automotive and general industries, demand recovered especially in China. As a result, revenue
increased.
・Industrial parts
Revenue decreased due to a slowdown in manufacturing activities by Japan’s manufacturing industry as a whole, as
well as sluggish demand overseas, especially in Asia.
Profit for the overall business increased, with a business segment profit of 800 million yen and an operating profit of
900 million yen, thanks to efforts to reduce SG&A expenses in addition to the effects of increased revenue from
machine tools.
With regard to the full-year outlook,
the recovery of industrial sewing machines is expected to take time. However, in machine tools, we expect that orders
for the IT industry will be received and demand in the automotive and general industries will be firm in China.
Accordingly, we have revised up our previous profit forecast for the overall machinery business.
As for operating profit, we have made a downward revision as there will be temporary costs associated with the review
of our industrial sewing machine production system.
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A new showroom for machine tools, “Brother Technology Center,” was opened within the Kariya Factory
(Kariya City, Aichi Prefecture), which mainly manufactures machine tools.
This showroom has enabled us to exhibit a complete lineup of Brother’s machine tools and propose
processing, automation, and other technologies. There is also a large-scale seminar room attached to the
showroom that can be used for providing explanations on solutions using Brother’s machine tools, and for
training and other purposes.
We consider Brother Technology Center to be an important facility as a site for interaction with customers.
Going forward, we will strive to communicate the features of Brother’s machine tools, aiming to expand the
machine tool business.
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The business environment in the network & contents business has remained extremely adverse due to major changes
in the karaoke environment.
Sales revenue for the second quarter was 8.8 billion yen, a substantial decrease of 36.3% year-on-year.
With regard to profit,
although we actively reduced SG&A expenses, this was not enough to make up for effects from the shortened
business hours of karaoke locations due to a second wave of COVID-19, as well as the decline in revenue resulting
from a drop in karaoke machine sales, and we recorded a business segment loss of 400 million yen.
We were able to avoid recording operating losses due in part to the receipt of an employment adjustment subsidy (the
government’s special measure to address the impact of COVID-19)
Details will be explained on the next page.
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We will explain the results and full-year forecast for the N&C business by dividing the business into the karaoke
business and the karaoke club business.
・Q1 results
Revenue in the karaoke business declined by about 40% year-on-year. The substantial fall in revenue is
attributable to the application of measures for reducing and exempting information fees to customers voluntarily
suspending operations, as well as a decline in equipment sales and revenue from rental and information fees
caused by weak demand for karaoke.
Revenue in the karaoke club business decreased by about 80% year-on-year. Revenue decreased significantly as
a result of the almost complete closure of all directly managed karaoke clubs in April and May in response to a
request for closure following the state-of-emergency declaration. We have gradually resumed karaoke club
operations since the end of May after putting infection prevention measures in place.
・Q2 results
Revenue in the karaoke business decreased by nearly 30% year-on-year.
The amount of decline in revenue shrank in Q2, but revenue decreased significantly year-on-year due to sluggish
demand for karaoke.
Revenue in the karaoke club business decreased by more than 50% year-on-year. Although measures for
preventing infection were thoroughly put in place at karaoke locations, revenue fell substantially due in part to the
restrictions on use and shortened business hours implemented in response to requests from local governments
following the resurgence of COVID-19.
Full-year outlook
As to the full-year forecast, no major changes have been made to the previous forecast.
Revenue in the karaoke business is expected to decrease by about 30% year-on-year. It is projected to recover to
about 90% of FY2019 by the end of FY2020.
To address the worsened profit, we will continue to carry out large-scale cost reductions as we did in the first half.
Revenue in the karaoke club business is likely to decrease by about 40% year-on-year. With a slow recovery of the
market, sales are projected to gradually recover to about 80% of FY2019 by the end of FY2020. We will establish
standards for karaoke clubs to continue operations, and in view of these standards, we will close unprofitable
karaoke clubs.
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Sales revenue in the Domino business was 17.3 billion yen in the second quarter. Revenue increased year-on-year
with a growth rate of 3.2% on a pound basis
By region, sales in Europe are gradually recovering although demand was sluggish in the first quarter, affected by
COVID-19.
Sales in the US and China are firm. Sales in India have trended upward, rebounding from Q1.
As for hardware, although demand for digital printing equipment (DP) has been weak, demand for coding & marking
equipment (C&M) has been firm. Consumables have performed well for both DP and C&M.
With regard to profit, business segment profit increased by 1.6 billion yen due to the decrease in SG&A expenses, in
addition to the effects of increased revenue.
Operating profit increased to 1.2 billion yen, although there were foreign exchange effects.
As for the full-year outlook,
we have revised up our sales and profit forecasts in light of the better-than-expected performance in the first half.
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At the end of September 2020, we launched the N730i digital label press, which is equipped with a Brother inkjet
print head.
The collaboration between Brother and Domino is the synergy we have pursued since the acquisition of Domino in
2015, and we have developed new products by taking advantage of the knowledge both companies have nurtured.
We will continue aiming for development of the digital printing business and the industrial printing area through the
Group’s collective efforts.
◆Reference:
Product website (with a promotional video)
https://www.domino-printing.com/en/products/digital-colour-label-press/n730i
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